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WILLIAM R. BURLEIGH

Only th rough their books, Leo Str~uss believed, can we
encounter t he greate st minds who ~av e e~er ltved. He would get no
disagreement on that point from thlS audlence, to ,be sure. But w~o
a re these greatest minds and how are they recognized? Ah, there 1S
the r ub because Professor Strauss went on to comment that
fortunat~ is the man whose own lifetime happens to parallel the one
or two trul y great minds that any given century usually produces. An
extremely careful scholar, Strauss tried as few have to take ~ book
n
and i t5 aut hor on their own terms and in the co nt~)(~ n [ thelr
ti.rnes.
So, since this is an intellectually sportmg group" hlS
observation should occasion a challenge to stimulate many evenmgs
over beer and sausage:
Who are the one or two inteLLectual
superstars of this century, and have we been so fortunate as to share
t heir time s and examine their works?

0v.:

To ini tiate the debate and hoping to define its terms, I
would ma ke bold to place before you for consideration the name of
Leo Strauss hlm self.
Leo Strauss? Am I not overstretching or becoming too
enamoured with my subject, a tendency not unCOmmon from this
lectern? Admi ttedly, except in narrow a ca demic precincts, the name
of Leo Strauss holds !lttle celebrity status. He claims no Britannica
entry. Few public libraries stock his full works. The lite rati hardly
genuflect at his mention. Nonetheless, ideas do have consequences,
and Leo 5 traus5' world was the world of ideas, the ideas of political
philosophy. Th rough sheer intellec tual power, fir st as a philosopher
and then as an uncommon influential teacher, Strauss offered a
radical interpreta tion of the contemporary Western world and in
doing so alm ost single-handedly forced a reexamination of our
classical heri tage. Strauss ran counter to the fashionable grain of our
culture . He challenged the very core of what he called the Modern
Proj ect. His ultimate standing awaits, of co urse, the verdict of time.
In thi s he shares the fate of those throughout history who choose the
road less traveled. Favorable public recognition is seldom theirs.
Meanwhile, though, a closer look at his life and thought support his
credentials as one of the century's signlficant intellectual forces,
however little recognized or accepted he is in the popular sphere.
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Strauss was born into a conservative, Orthodox Jewish
family in the rural district of Hesse~, Germany, hardly three ~onths
before the dawning of the twentIeth century.
He receIved a
gymnasium education and by age sixtee n the young ,Strauss ,ha~
devised a plan to spend his life "reading Plato and breedmg rabbIts.
He had already dipped into the thought of Schopenhauer an,d
Niet zsche. These years saw him moving "rather far away" from his
Jewish spiritual home. By age seventeen, he , was converted to
political Zionism. He began his higher educatIon at the nearby
University of Marburg, which happened to be the center of
Neo-Kantian studies inspired by Hermann Cohen, whose philosophy
and Judaism both attracted Strauss. There he encountered a fellow
philosophy student, Jacob Klein, who was to rerni'\in his closest friend
for a half century. Many years later Klein would recall that Strauss
had two primary interests, "the question of God and .•• the question
of politics." At Marburg, and later at Hamburg, where, despite a
performance he himself rated as "disgraceful," he would receive his
Ph.D. degree in 1921. Strauss charged his philosophical lodestars;
Husserl, the pathfinder in phenomenology, and Karl Barth, who had
revived theology following the end of World War I.
During a
post-doctoral year at the University of Frei burg, Strauss remembered
asking Husserl about theology and was told: "If there is a datum
'God,' we shall describe it." There he also heard the young Heidegger
lecture on the Metaphysics of Aristotle a nd later recounted never
having heard a text so thoroughly and intensively interpreted. He
was revulsed, though, by Heidegger's moral bent and the "straight
line" which led to the Nazis of 1933. Klein, also a student of
Heidegger's, convinced Strauss of the need to recover classical
philosophy -- a crucial milestone in young Strauss' intellectual
evolution.
From Fre iburg, Strauss went for seven years to the
Academy of Jewish Research in Berlin. There the thrust of his
inquiry remained theological. Because the most famous attack on
orthodoxy within Judaism was Spinoza's Theological Political
Tr~ati s e , .S trauss studied it intensely. Although he grew to disdain
Spinoza, m the process of investigating the origins of Spinoza's
thought h~ encountered Moses Malmonides, whom he greatly admired
and de,scrl~ed as "the greatest Jewish thinker of the Middle Ages."
By thiS tune Strauss was perplexed, even bewildered, by the
ambiguity between philosophy and religion, between reason and
re velation, between Athens and Jerusalem. He would wrestle with
that inherent dilemma for a lifetime. In Maimonides, though, he
fo und di rection -- first in the careful analyc;is of scriptural texts and
t he se arch for "the hidden meaning" locked ther~, an,d next in the
la byrin thine bridge from Maimonides to the IslamIC phllosophers and
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their more direct contact with the wisdom of the Greek ancient s.
Later, in f ac t , a commentator would remark that Stra uss "cast
himself in the ro le of a modern Mai monide s," an evaluation with
much support ing ev idence.
By 19 32, when Berlin was no longer a hospitable place for
a Jewish scholar , Strauss accepted a Rockefeller Foundation grant to
study in Paris . He stayed there a year, married and then resettled at
Cambridge Univer sity. In 1938 he emigrated to the United State s to
accept an a ppoint ment at the New School for Social Research in New
York. A decade later he took the definit ive step of his career. He
joined the facult y of the University of Chicago, where he
subsequentl y became the Robert Maynard Hutchins Distinguished
Service Professor . It was at Chicago during the twenty years until
his re t ire me nt in 1968 that he achieved his enduring reputation on a
faculty that inclu ded such luminaries as Enrico Fermi. Dur ing this
time he also fill ed visiting assignments at Berkeley and at the
Hebre w Univ ersi t y in Jerusalem. His post-reti rement years took him
briefly to C la rem ont Men's College in Ca lifornia and finally to St.
John's College a t Annapolis. There he re joined his colleague from
student da ys, Jacob Klein, until his death thirteen years ago last
month.
His career produced f ifteen books, twice that number of
scholarly e ssa ys and many other contributions and reviews to
journals.
Such dry statistics, howe ve r, hardly suggest the vast
scholarship an d sweeping breadth tha t Stra uss' work em braces. His
f riend Kle in observed that Strauss, "better than anyone I could
possibly na me ," comprehended Thucy di des, Plato, Xenophon,
Aristophanes, Aristotle, Maimonides, Tho mas Aquinas, Machiavelli,
Spinoza, Hobbe s, Locke, Rousseau, Mon tesquieu, Kant, Hegel,
Nietzsche a nd Heidegger. Many have been s tr uck by the Talmudic or
rabbinic c ha rac ter of his approach to t hese thinkers -- virtually a
line-by- li ne dissection of the t e xts in the original language of the
a uthor. One admirer wa s led to rem a r k, "He surely was the most
learned man o f our time in the great wr itin gs."
Despite his prodigious reading an d scholarship, it was as a
teacher t hat Strauss left his sta mp on the intellectual life of
America . "The greatest of tea che rs," Walter Berns, one of his
student s, called him. It is a n asse ssme nt one finds repeated.
F or twenty years students at the University of Chicago
packed his cla sses. He clearly was no t eve ryone's cup of tea, but for
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those he was sessions would routinely run double the ninety minutes
allotted in ~he academic schedule.
"Every minute was a vital
learning experience," recalls one of those who attended the classes.
He was so immersed in thought that some found his manner bordering
on "callous selfishness." It is said that students would go to his
quarters t o e scort him to class and to make sure he had the right
books; he began talking -- rather, lecturing - - when they arrived and
continued until he was dropped off following the class. Personal
contact, his students agreed, was critical to the effect he managed to
achieve, an influence his writings alone could not have had.
"What he had to say, especially in his Herculean revival of
the ancients among political scientists, was like a light in the
darkness," a student has said. "He was thus able to appeal to and to
challenge the best in students."
It is a mark of his influence as a teacher that he spawned
so many followers and so much wate rshed debate on the critical
issues. He is properly called the teacher of teachers because of the
impac t his students then exe rted on the political thought of the
1960's forward to thi s day -- Walte r Berns, Allan Bloom, Joseph
Cropsey, Harry Jafa, the late Martin Diamond and, more indirectly,
Irving Kristol and Harvey Mansfield.
His pupils have included
government officials, scholars in fields other than political science,
writers and editors and even a member of the National Security
Council. To the extent that there is an authentic conservative
revival in America, Leo Strauss must be counted as one of its
intellectual fountainheads, although he surely would shrink from such
ideological identiIica tion.

To use the descriptive adjective "Strallssian" among the
cognescenti is to invite bone-carving controversy, so profound and
yet so devisive has been his impact on political thought. He is
beloved by some, denounced by many more. His own followers are
known, in part, for their own disagreeable internal debates - splitting into East Coast Straussians and West Coast Straussians, for
example, on the issue of the proper role of man in the state. The
East Coast contingent eschews public life for the philosopher and
thus wants nothing to do with any regime. Their counterparts in the
west argue they must become involved in order to combat evil
regimes.
In this debate J Strauss himself believed that conflict
between the philosopher and the city was inevitable. With Socrates,
he held that the philosopher "must go to the market place in order to
fish there for potential philosophers. His attempts to convert the
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young men to the philosophic life will necessarily be regarded by the
city as an attemp t to corrupt the young."
To the market place, indeed, Leo Strauss took his thought.
What he basically taught was that the Modern Project rested on
erroneous pre mises and that only by returning to the assertions of
antiquity can a way be found out of the crisis facing Western
civilization. In an era whose value system is built on scientlIic
knowledge and a belief in history, Strauss called for a radical
awakening to deeper values and eternal truths. He found these
rooted in the a ncients, but his interest in antiquity was no
"self-forgett ing and pain-loving antiquarianism." No, he held f irm ly
to the convic ion that the ancients could illumine the root political
problems of he present and there in rested the worth of studying
them.
He wrote:
We cannot reasonably expect that a fresh
unde rstanding of classical political philosophy
will supply us with recipes for today's
use ..• Only we living today can possibly find a
solu tion to the problems of today. But an
adequate understanding of the principles as
elaborated by the classics may be the
indispensable starting point for an adequate
analysis, to be achieved by us, of present-day
society in its peculiar character, and for the
wise application, to be achieved by us, of
these principles to our tasks.
The core of his significance res ts with his discovery that a
profou nd break took place between ancient and modern times in the
understandin g of life and nature.
First he proceeded to docu men t, in breathtaking
intellectual strokes, what he saw as the demise of political thought in
the Modern Project. In the beginning was Machiavelli and then, in
logical, progressive and perhaps predictable steps downward, his
latter - day disciples -- Spinoza, the excommunicated Jew; followed in
order by Hobbes, whom Strauss derided as the political atheist; then
Locke, Rousseau, Hegel and Marx. He saw them in close interaction
to .each other, producing a steady deterioration to the present day.
Phllosophy became politicized and political philosophy decayed into
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ideology. He once re marked, concerning the basic unity of modern
thought: "All modern poll tical philosophers belong together because
they have a fundamental principle in common. This principle can
best be stated negatively: rejection of the classical scheme as
unrealistic."
Roughly the first half of his writings deal t with
understanding modern and medieval thinkers, culminating in the 1958
publication of his landmark work, Thoughts on Machiavelli. After
this seminal volume, he devoted virtually the balance of his career to
a study of "the problem of Socrates." Since the father of political
philosophy left no written account of his teachings, Strauss was
obliged to learn about him through those who first transmitted his
thought -- Plato, Aristotle, Thucydides, Aristophanes and Xenophon.
"The work of Leo Strauss," remarks Walter Nicgorski,
"had the effect of drawing pOlitical philosophy, and to some degree
philosophy i tsel f and the entire academ y, back to Socra tic
foundations."
Strauss argued that long-standing intellectual questions,
taken by contemporary men to have been answered, had simply been
sidestepped. What are the presuppositions and purposes of our age of
scientific enterprise and technological breakthrough?
And those
familiar Socratic riddles -- What is it that permits the universal to
be, and to be intelligible? What is the proper work of man? What is
the soul? What is the regime -- defined by Strauss in the broad
context as civilization? In what does the good life consist?
First came his withering criticism of the harvest of
modern thought. A t issue is the question of whether there is a human
condition intrinsic to man's humanity, as distinct from an infinite
number of possible human conditions, such as might be thrown up by
history, necessity or chance, from the voId of an unknowable
universe. Many moderns would join Richard Hofstadter in asserting
that science rendered unbelievable the idea of an "unchanging human
nature."
In the heginning, Strauss held, the originators of the
Modern Project took it for granted that philosophy and science are
identical. After a time, however, it appeared to them that the
conquest of nature requires the conquest of human nature, to? . After
all, an unchanging human nature might set absolute lImits to
progress. Accordingly, the natural needs of man could no longer
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direct the conquest of nature. Modern thinkers had to find their
dir~ction ,in reas on as distinguished from nature. Thus, philosophy,
logIC, ethIcs and aesthetic.s, as the study of the "Ought" or the norms,
became se para ted from SCIence as the study of the "Is." For Strauss,
moral obtuse ness was an indispensable condition of scientific
analysis. While the study of the "Is," or science, succeeded ever more
in increa sing man's power, the ensuing discredit of reason, the
"Ought," preclude d distinction between the wise and foolish use of
power.
V. i h philosophy and science thus separated, no distinction
is rationall y possible between good and bad values. "There cannot be
any genuine knowledge of the Ought in such circumstances," Strauss
warned. A y end is as defensible as any other. From the point of
view of reason , because a true value system does not exist, all values
are equal. Thi s state of affairs constitutes what Strauss condemned
as the "re igning relativism" of our age.

Usi ng this analysis, Strauss identified historicism and
positivism a s he two central evils of the Modern Project.
Strauss defined positivism as "the view according to which
only scie n i 'c knowledge, as defined by modern natural science, is
genuine
ledge." Only the "Is," the factual and the material, is
recogn ized in the positivist's scheme. The transcendent and the
spiritua l,
e stuff of Western man's tradition from ancient time,
both fro m
hens and Jerusalem, is outside the comprehension of the
positivis t. T 's estrangement from man's deepest desires is the price
modern man has paid for attempting "to be absolutely sovereign, to
become he master of nature, to conquer chance."
itself in
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S rauss believed that positivism necessarily transforms
·s toricism.
The typical historicism of the twentieth
century
demands
that each
generation
reinterpret the past on the basis of its own
e xperience and with a view to Its own future.
To the historicist, values change from epoch
to epoch; hence it is impossible to answer the
question of right or wrong or of the best social
order in a universally valid manner.
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History is thus divorced fr?m ~ll metaphysical
assumptions. ~istoricism. denies the clas~lc b~llef tha,t there is
something baslc, essentIal and unchan~ing in man s nature.
Concluding that it had discovered a reality n?t apparent. to the
classics history itself becomes the highe st authority. By makmg man
the cen'ter of history, historicism makes him oblivious of eternity.
Instead man's human nature is the product of the historical process.
To reach this conclusion, modern man has to deny the
notion of natural right, or what some know as the natural law -- that
which is inherent in man's nature. Strauss wrote:
Natural right is then rejected today not only
because all human thought is held to be
historical, but likewise because it is thought
there is a variety of interchangeable principles
of good or right which conflict with one
another, and none of which can be proved
superior to the other.
Being stripped of his ability to acquire any knowledge of
what is intrinsically good or right compels modern man to be tolerant
of any and all opinion, "even if it is monstrous nonsense." As a result,
the modernist is intolerant of so-called "absolutist" positions because
he thinks they are based on a false premise that men can know what
is good. Thus, he dissents even from the "absolu tist" positions which
form the bedrock of Western tradition, including belief in the
possibility of a rational and universal ethic and the acceptance of
natural right. The ancients, of course, embraced such fundamental
notions and built their philosophical edifice on them.
"To reject natural right," Strauss argued, "is tantamount
to saying that all right is positive right, and this means that what is
right is determined exclusively by the legislators and the courts."
Thus, the twin evils of positivism and historicism
produced a moral dry rot, in Strauss' view, and culminated in what he
called the crisis of the West. The crisis, he said:
Consists in the West having become uncertain
of its purpose. The West was once certain of
its purpose, a purpose in whi ch all men could

be united. Hence, it had a clear vision of its
future as the future of mankin d. We no longer
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ha ve that certainty and that clarity. Some of
us even despair of its future. This despair
explains many forms of contemporary Western
degradation ... A
society
which
was
accustom ed to understand itself in terms of a
universal purpose cannot lose faith in that
purpose
without
becoming
completely
bew il dere d.
One young scholar, Michael Jackson, has concluded that:
By responding to the cr isis of the West,
Strauss places himself in the role of liberator
of the West. The liberation of the West that
Strauss chiefly has in mind required the
liberation of an intellectual ell te from the
yoke of a bad intellectual tradi tion.
It is here that Strauss, philosopher and teacher, goes
fishing in the marke t place and he does so with his boldest Challenge
to modern po li tical science, his book Thoughts on Machiavelli.
In this complex study, Strauss concluded that Machiavelli
was trul y the originator of modern political theory and that
historicall y he was indeed a Columbus who introduced "new modes
and orde rs" to political thought, just a s he had boasted.
He
represent s t he historical watershed, the dividing line between ancient
and modern. " He tried to e ffect, and he di d effect, a break with the
whole t rad i t ion of political philosophy ," Stra uss wrote. "He claimed
to have discovered a new moral continent ••. The only question is
whether t he new continent is fit for human habitation." Strauss
rejec ted the mo re sophisticated contemporary view "that Machiavelli
was a passionate patriot or a scientif ic student of society or both."
He argued that Machiavelli, despite "a perverted nobility of a very
high or der," was "teacher of evil" who was both immoral and
irreligious.
His teaching, Strauss held, threatened man both as
citizen and believer by undermining the morality essential to civil
life and the faith essential to spiritual life.
Casting aside
c ontemporar y claims to the contrary , Strauss concluded tha t
Machiavelli was truly diabolical and intended to corrupt the young,
the same young whom Socrates had hope d to capture.
Strauss wrote:

III

One cannot see the true character of
Machia velli 's though t unless one frees him se If
from Machiavelli's influence. For all practical
purposes this means that one cannot see the
true character of Machiavelli's thought unless
one recovers for himself and in himself the
premodern heritage of the Western world, both
Biblical and classical.
Strauss' central cd ticism of Machiavelli and, for that
ma tt er, those thinkers who are his descendants is that they demanded
we take our bearings "by how men live as distinguiShed from how they
ought to live."
In essence , their political theory denied the
distinction between good and evil.
By contrast, the classics unders t ood morality and political
The aim of the citizen
and the city was, in fact, virtue and not, as is the case in modern
times, "safety, ease and comfort."
Life in the light of man's highe st aspira tions.

Starting with Machiavelli, modern thinkers subs ti tuted
patriotism or political virtue for human excellence and moral virtue.
Strauss thought this entailed a deliberate lowering of the ultimate
goal. He pointed out that Machiavelli's symbol is the Beast Man as
opposed to the God Man: "It understands man in light of the
sub-human rather than of the super-human."
Of all the nations of the Western world, Strauss remarked,
only his adopted land, the United States, was founded on principles in
explicit opposition to Machiavelli. AU of the others are outgrowths
of tyranny and conquest. Only America was found on a moral theory
of freedom and justice based in natural right. One cannot understand
America, he wrote, unless one understands Machiavelli, its opposite.
Concluding his appraisal of the Prince of Darkness,
Strauss offered this bitter observa t10n:
Through an irony beyond Machiavelli's irony,
his silence about the soul is a perfect
expression of the soulless chara cter of his
teaching: he is silent about t he soul because
he has forgotten the soul, just as he has
forgotten tragedy and Socrates.
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In the jUdgment of Strauss, Machiavelli deserved the
hemlock So c ra te s drank.
Following pUblication of his Thoughts on Machiavelli in
1958, defin ing clearly the break between ancients and moderns, Leo
Strauss the n devoted the balance of his career to "the problem of
Socrates," to an examination of the import of classical pOlitical
philosophy. He wrote five books about the Greek thinkers who served
as conduits for Socratic thought. What had gone before in Strauss'
career wa s no w prologue. These are extraordinarily difficult works
to read, yet scholars call them "the great Strauss" and his ultimate
legacy.
F or him the unexamined life was indeed not worth living.
Again an d again he emphasized those ancient truths he held to be
self-evide nt:
Man is by nature meant for the life of human
excellence . No man's life can be understood except in the light of
that end. The life according to nature is the life of human virtue, not
the life of ?leasure. Man cannot reach his perfection except in civil
society.
C r itics scoffed at his return to ancient teachings,
describing them as unrealistic or irrelevant to the twentieth century
condition.
They worried about accepting far-reaching political
implications f rom "old books." Yet to those who argued that a return
to the an cien ts was impossible, Strauss, who had fled the Holocaust,
replied with devastating sting:
"After the experience of our
generation , t he burden of proof would seem to rest on those who
assert ra t her than on those who deny that we have progressed beyond
the classic ."
Strauss insisted that the moderns brought to light
"not ••. a si ngle political phenomenon of any fundamental importance"
which was not "fully known" to the classics.
Even the technological breakthroughs and scientific
adva nces of modern times do not pose "new modes and orders" that
would obviate the insights of classic political thought, in Strauss'
view. To the contrary, Strauss believed that what we have come to
call "science" errs precisely in its attempt to understand the human
or the higher in light of the subhuman or the lower.
The issues raised by Socrates' followers and reexamined
by Strauss run to the core of human concerns that are common to all
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centuries: What political arts are needed to lead and govern man?
Who is the morally good man? Are the moral vi~tues for the s~ke of
the city or is the city for the sake of the practlce of moral vlrtue?
What does religion define that culture regards as the truth? What
does true happiness consist of and how does a culture achieve it?
Which is superior -- the arts of the law? What is a tyrant and does
he differ from age to age? Is democracy the normal form of the
city? Is liberal democracy the most appropriate form of PIa to's "best
regime?"
Even such a partial list suggests a timeless quality to the
issues Strauss sought to pose, issues which persist in spite of modern
man's infatuation with the idea of progress or his reverence for
science.
Strauss speculated that perhaps Socrates "does not
primarily intend to teach a doctrine but rather to educate human
beings - - to make them better, more just or gentle, more aware of
their limitations."
As Strauss' influence spread, so did the disagreement
surrounding his theories. None remains more controversial to this
day than his idea about "secret writing." He believed that great
thinkers through the centuries have been forced to tuck hidden
meaning "between the lines" of their writings.
This technique
enabled them to reveal what they regarded as truth only to the few
"without endangering the unqualified commitment of the many to the
opinions on which society rests."
These true teachings Strauss called esoteric WrltIng,
contrasted wlth merely socially useful teaChings which he called
exoteric. The esoteric, he believed, revealed itself only to very
careful readers and then only after long, concentrated study.
The more Strauss pondered the course of human thought,
the more he was struck by how writing is affected by "persecution,"
which he defined as "compulsion on thought." Offenders faced social
ostracism or worse. So the Straussian antenna went up when he
encountered a 11 terary or intellectual figure whose work was
composed at a time when an orthodoxy was enforced by law or
custom. This applied to persecutions of all type -- religious, political
or the more subtle forms of ostracism that may persist even today in
some supposedly liberal-minded precincts where dissent from the
prevailing orthodoxy can bring suffocating punishments. In these
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instances, Strauss invited his students to become crytographers and
to dig beneath the surface "for truths t oo dangerous or unfitting to
reveal openly.1I He advised them to read with the greatest care,
assume that the a uthor knew what he was doing and be alert to
sudden shafts of light in otherwise dark caves.
led him
religion
Athens,
directly

As freq uently baffling as this Straussian theory may be, it
into an e ven greater dilemma -- the respective roles of
and falasi fa; that is to say, the issue of Jerusalem v~rsus
fai t h versus reason. As usual, Strauss framed the Issue
and candidly:
T he fundamental question is whether one can
acquire that knowledge of the good without
which
they
cannot
gUide
their
lives
indivi dually or collectively by the unaided
efforts of their natural powers, or whether
they are dependent for that knowledge on
No alternative is more
Divine Revelation.
funda mental than this:
human guidance or
divine guidance.

T hi s issue became Strauss' Achilles heel. He clearly lined
up on the rational side of the question. A philosopher, he said,
refuses assent to anything which is not evident to his reason.
Revelation, whic h is not evident, is consequently inadmissible. True,
he treasured hi s Judaism but he was not, in any conventional sense,
an observ a nt Je w. He nonetheless worked with sophisticated young
Jews at t he Uni versity of Chicago to make their tradition something
they shou ld respect and treasure, so the dilemma between faith and
reason was fo r him a deep and abiding one.
Ul ti mately, though, he avoided facing the hard question of
whether man, in the last analysis, must re ly on faith or reason.
Indeed, Strauss believed Western civilization l1dd two
roots -- t he Biblical and the Greek philosophic -- which he said were
"in con flict with one another," creating a fundamental tension. Other
grea t thinkers who shared his general principles, including
Maimonides and Thomas Aquinas, had managed to harmonize the two
and to weave positions short of mutual exclusivity. Not so Strauss.
He went so far as to assert that "no one can be both a philosopher and
a theologian, or, for that matter ••• a synthesis of both." But he
thought that the philosopher ought to remain open to the challenge of
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theology and the theologian open to the challenge of philosophy. As
Strauss neatly summed up, their disagreement concerns the "X" which
completes morality. For the Greek philosopher, the "X" is provided
by contemplation while the Biblical completion is found in divine love
and redemption. One is worked out by man while the other comes
from God. In his definitive lecture on the subject, given in Hebrew in
Jerusalem, Strauss held that "there is a radical opposition between
Bible and philosophy, and this opposition has given rise to a secular
conflict from the beginning ••• It seems to me that this confllc t is the
secret of the vitality of the West."
In the end, Strauss arrived at a poignant compromise:
Philosophy is victorious as long as it limits
itself to repelling the attack which theologians
make on philosophy with the weapons of
philosophy. But philosophy in its turn suffers a
defea t as soon as it starts an offensi ve of its
own, as soon as it tries to refute, not the
necessarily inadequate proofs of revelation,
but revelation itself.
To the extent that Strauss the philosopher could not
disprove the possibility of revelation, Strauss the Jew held open the
possibility of belief. This is made clear in the tOUChing role Strauss
played in the untimely, terminal illness of his thirty-two-year-old
graduate student. At the young man's funeral, Strauss retraced the
final months:

A t his suggestion we agreed tha t we would
read the Bible together, starting from the
beginning. Death is terrible, terrifying, but
we cannot live as human beings if this terror
grips us to the point of corroding our core.
(He) had two experiences which protected him
against this corrosive as well as its kin. The
one is to corne to grips with the corrosives, to
face them, to think them through, to
understand that without them no life no
human life, no good life, is possible. Sl~wly
step by step, but with ever greater surenes~
and awareness did he begin to become a
philosopher ••• The other experience which
gave him strength and depth was his realizing
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e ve r more dearly and profoundly what it
means to be a son of the Jewish people -- of
t he 'a m 'olam -- to have one's roots deep in
t he oldest past and to be committed to a
f utu re beyond all futures. He did not permit
his mi nd to stifle the voice of hIs heart nor his
hear t to give commands to his mind.
Now there is much that can be questioned about Leo
Strauss' t houg ht.
He is accused of making too neat a division
between t he ancients and moderns -- not all moderns reject virtue
and not a ll ancients embraced justice. Similarly, his insurmountable
wall between reason and revelation is not borne out by human
experience, as his own experience with his dying graduate student
illustrates.
He is widely criticized for squeezing his own
interpreta t ion s of the great thinkers "into a procrustean bed of his
own dev isOng ." Then there is his belief in secret writing and the
manner in which it violates the famous dictum of Raymond Woodbury
Pence t hat it is not enough to write so that one can be understood,
one must wri te so that one cannot possibly be misunderstood.
Yet these criticisms recede when measured against
Strauss' success in redefining the very terms of the debate. When
Strauss arri ved in academia, the so-called behaviorists formed the
ruling cla ss of political science. Many social scientists rejected the
very possibility of political philosophy. Certainly most found little of
worth in the classic tradition. With his brilliant attack on the Modern
Proj ec t, with his sweeping synthesis of Western civilization, with his
radi cal reorientation of modern man to virtue and to excellence,
Strauss acted as a prophet from of old, issuing a clarion call back to
the no urishing roots of classical thought. "To the extent that one can
spea k of a revival of classical political philosophy in this century,"
Charle s McCoy has observed, "the credit for it assuredly belongs to
the in fluence of Strauss' profound scholarship."
And in this unparalleled accomplishment, Leo Strauss
stan ds out as a teacher, a teacher of this lost century. Reinold
Nie buhr once spoke a tribute to another philosopher that could well
be applied to Strauss; He "belongs to that small community of great
spirits in any age from whom one may learn."
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Appendix
The Wisdom of Leo Strauss
The Proper work of man consists in living
thoughtfully,
in
understanding,
and
in
thoughtful action. The good life is the life
that is in accordance with the natural order of
man's being, the life that flows from a
well-ordered or healthy soul. The good life
simply is the life in which the requirements of
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man's natural inclinations are fulfilled in the
proper order to the highest possible d~gree,
the life of man who is awake to the hlghest
possible degree, the life of a man .in :-vhose
soul nothing lies waste. The good hfe IS the
perfection of man's nature. It is the life
according to nature. One may therefore call
the rules circumscribing the general character
of the good life "the natural law." The life
according to nature is the life of human
exce\l~nce or virtue, the life of "high cld!)!)
person," and not the life of pleasure as
pleasure.
By virtue of his rationality, man has a latitude
of alternatives such as no other earthly being
has.
The sense of this la ti tude, of this
freedom, is accompanied by a sense that the
full and unrestrained exercise of that freedom
is not right . Man's freedom is accompanied by
a sacred awe, by a kind of divination that not
everything is permitted. We may call this
awe-inspired fear "man's natural conscience."
Restraint .is therefore as natural or as
primeval as freedom.
Man cannot reach his perfection except in
society or, more precisely, in civil society .
The dignity of man consis ts in his autonomy, in
the individual's freely choosing his own values
or his own ideals or in obeying the injunction:
"Become what thou art ."
Political freedom, and especially that political
freedom that justifies by the pursuit of human
excellence, is not a gift of heaven; it becomes
actual only through the efforts of many
generations, and its preservation always
requires the highest degree of vigilance.
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While some men are c orrupted by wielding
po e r , others are im proved by it: "Power will
show t he man." (The Republic)
Ar istotle and Plato avoided the Scylla of
"absolu tism" and the Charybdis of "relevatism"
by hol ding a view which one may venture to
express as follows: There is a universally valid
hierarc hy of ends, but there are no universally
"alid rules of action .

. ian is more than the citizen of the city. Man
ran scends the city only by what is best in
hi ••• In asserting that man transcends the
"ty , Ar istotle agrees with the liberalism of
he modern age. Yet he differs from that
'beralism by limiting this transcendence only
to t he highest in man. Man transcends the
:lty only by pursuing true happiness, not by
pur suing happiness however understood.
There will always be men
again st a state which is
h ma nity or in which there
possi bility of noble acti on and

who will revolt
destructive of
is no longer a
of great deeds.

Per haps it is not war nor work but thinking
hat co.ns~itutes the hu ma nity of man.
~er haps 1t IS not recognition but wisdom that
s the end of man.
Classi c political philosophy "is e qually fre e
frorn the narrowness of the lawye r, the
brutali ty of the technician, the vagaries of the
'I isi onary, and the basene ss of the opportunist.
It is f ree from all fanaticism because it knows
that evil cannot be eradicate d and therefore
tha t one's expectations fr om poll tics must be
moderate.
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The rejection of value judgments is based on
the assumption that the conflicts between
different values or value systems are
essentially insoluble for human reason. This
assumption .•• has never been proven.
One
evades serious discussion of serious issues by
the simple device of passing them off as value
problems.
Freedom as a goal is ambiguous because it is
freedom for evil as well as good.
A man who sees no reason for despising people
whose horizon is limited to their consumption
of food and their digestion may be a tolerable
econometrist; he cannot say anything relevant
about the character of a human society. A
man who refuses to distinguish between great
statesmen, mediocrities and insane imposters
may be a good bibJiographer; he cannot say
anything relevant about politics and political
history.
A man who cannot distinguish
between a profound religious thought and a
languishing superstition may be a good
statistician; he cannot say anything relevant
about the sociology of religion.
A t the very least the observa t10ns I have made
will force historians sooner or later to abandon
the complacency with which they claim to
know what the great thinkers thought, to
admit that the thought of the past is much
more enigmatic than it is generally held to be,
and to begin to wonder whether the historical
truth is not as difficult of access as the
philosophic truth.
Just as the soil needs cultivators of the soil,
the mind needs teachers. But teachers are not
<'1.5 easy to come by as farmers.
The teachers
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t he mselves are pupils and must be pupils. But
t here cannot be an infinite regress: ultimately
there must be teachers who are not in turn
PU;) Is. Those teachers who are not in turn
p pils are the great minds or, in order to avoid
any am biguity in a matter of such importance,
he greatest minds. Such men are extremely
rare . We are not likely to meet any of them
any where. It is a good luck if there is a single
one alive in one's time . For all practical
pur poses, pupils, of whatever degree of
pro fic iency, have access to the teachers who
are not in turn puplls, to the greatest minds,
onl y through the grea t books.
ne may say (of the new political science)
ha t it fiddles while Rome burns. It is excused
by two facts: It does not know that it fiddles,
and does not know that Rome burns.

